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A B S T R A C T   

This work exploited the use of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) with one-step difference Gaussian-Newton 
(GN) algorithm to detect different types of damage on unidirectional carbon fibre/epoxy composite laminates. 
The major challenge concerning the implementation of EIT on composite materials has to do with their 
anisotropy. To assess this issue, this study was conducted on carbon fibre composites having different layup 
configurations with different degrees of anisotropy: a quasi-isotropic layup, to approximate as much as possible 
these layered materials to an isotropic material, and an unbalanced layup, with further degree of anisotropy. 
Damage detection in the highly anisotropic unbalanced laminates is a major challenge for EIT technique, which 
has not been assessed before in the literature. Severe damage, in the form of through-thickness holes, was created 
in the laminates with different diameters and at two locations of the specimen to evaluate the sensitivity of this 
technique to damage size and its capacity to detect multiple damages. EIT showed progressive decrease of 
electrical conductivity as the diameter of through-thickness holes increased. Impact damages of different se-
verities were also created. The EIT technique was able to distinguish different damage shapes in the laminates 
with different anisotropy. EIT identified elongated shaped damages, produced by impact events of different 
impact energies, on unbalanced laminates. However, the EIT images overestimate the damaged area, as 
compared to non-destructive ultrasonic inspections. The EIT images of the quasi-isotropic laminates revealed 
damage in the central area of the specimens, but a well-defined damage shape could not be distinguished.   

1. Introduction 

Carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites have increased 
their presence in structural applications for aerospace and aeronautic 
applications [1]. The popularity of CFRP materials for such applications 
can be mainly credited to their light weight and, mostly, to the high 
specific strength and modulus of carbon fibres used. Yet, multiple, and 
diverse failure mechanisms may occur simultaneously on fibre rein-
forced polymer (FRP) composites, making failure prediction an arduous 
task [2]. FRP composites are particularly affected by low velocity impact 
(LVI) events, which produce barely visible impact damage (BVID) that 
may be undetected in maintenance operations [3,4]. BVID on polymer 
composites is usually caused by a combination of failure mechanisms 
that can absorb a good amount of energy: delaminations, matrix 
cracking and fibre breakage [5,6]. Delaminations are characterized by 

debonding of adjacent laminas having different fibre orientations, 
leading to severe strength reduction [7]. 

Different methodologies for structural health monitoring, damage 
detection and localization for composite structures have been explored 
in the literature. Although different types of sensors are well developed, 
such as optical fibre-based sensors and piezoelectric sensors, there is 
need for such sensors to be embedded in the composite structure during 
manufacturing and leading to potential effect on the mechanical per-
formance of such structures [8]. Besides, composite instrumentation 
with embedded optical fibre-based sensors has a reduced successful rate, 
due to the fragility of the optical fibres [9]. 

The EIT technique reconstructs tomographic images of the spatial 
electrical conductivity distribution. Instead of intrusive sensors, EIT uses 
surface electrodes. A number of electrodes is mounted along the 
boundary of the electrical conductive composite part, where current is 
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injected through one pair of electrodes, and the resulting voltages at the 
remainder consecutive pairs of electrodes are measured [10]. The 
implementation of EIT in polymer composites is limited to carbon fibre 
composites and conductive nanoparticle containing composites, such as 
glass fibre composites having carbon black, carbon nanotubes or 
metal-based particles modified matrices [11–14]. The application of EIT 
to monitor anisotropic materials such as composites is still at a low 
technology readiness level (TRL) and has only recently been exploited in 
the literature. Recently published works [11,12,15,16] have shown the 
capability of EIT for the detection and localization of laboratory made 
damages on FRP composites, such as through-thickness holes, surface 
cuts, drill rivets, implanted razor blades, and local indentations. Despite 

of its poor spatial resolution, EIT is susceptible to minor conductivity 
variations [17], which makes it a promising technique for detection of 
damages that would disrupt the conductive network, including cracks 
and delaminations created during low velocity impact events. 

This study evaluates the suitability of EIT with one-step difference 
Gaussian-Newton (GN) algorithm to detect different types of damage: 
through-thickness holes and impact damage with different severities, as 
created by impact events with different impact energies. Through- 
thickness holes were created with different diameters and at two loca-
tions of the specimen to evaluate the capability of EIT to detect multiple 
defects and its sensitivity to defect size. Differently from the studies 
reported in the literature, which use twill or plain fabrics [12, 15–19], 
the present work was conducted on unidirectional carbon fibre fabrics, 
having different layup configurations. It is relevant to study composites 
with this fabric construction, as these are frequently used in advanced 
application, such as aerospace and aeronautics. Unidirectional fibres are 
expected to contribute to higher anisotropy than twill or plain fabrics. 
Two different layup laminates were produced by vacuum assisted resin 
infusion (VARI): a quasi-isotropic laminate, which is expected to present 
closer characteristics to an isotropic material, and an unbalanced lami-
nate, having more fibre layers in one orthogonal direction, contributing 
to an additional level of anisotropy that EIT has never assessed before in 
the literature. The performance of EIT to detect damage on those lami-
nates was compared. Non-destructive ultrasonic C-scan was used as a 
control technique for damage detection. 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1. Drop-weight impact testing 

Impact damage is imposed by an out-of-plane localized impact by a 
drop weight impact setup, following ASTM D7136 standard [20]. The 
impactor contact force on the laminate, the consequent laminate 
displacement and absorbed energy can be assessed to evaluate the 
stiffness and the produced damage in the laminate. 

The contact force imposed on the specimen surface by the impactor 
head is recorded against time for every impact event. The impact ve-
locity, displacement, and absorbed energy, against time, are deter-
mined, according to Eqs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 

v(t) = vi + gt −
∫ t

o

F(t)
m

dt (1)  

being v(t) the impactor head velocity at time t, vi the initial impactor 
head velocity, g the gravitational acceleration, F(t) the recorded load at 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the locations of through-thickness holes A 
and B, having progressively larger diameters of 2, 4.5 and 6 mm. The green dots 
represent the location of the electrodes contact with the CFRP for EIT 
measurement. 

Fig. 2. Boundary electrodes configuration: (a) electrical connection of a 
boundary electrode at the thickness of the specimen, (b) electrical insulation 
and fixation of the electric wire on the top surface of the specimen, (c) top 
surface of a quasi-isotropic specimen subjected to an impact, and (d) bottom 
surface of the same specimen. Note that the electric wires were facing upwards 
during impact testing and drilling to avoid detachment. 

Fig. 3. Electrical impedance tomography equipment.  
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time t and m the impactor head mass. 

δ(t) = δ0 + vit+
gt2

2
−

∫ t

o

∫ t

o

F(t)
m

dtdt (2)  

being δ(t) the impactor head displacement at time t, and δ0 the impactor 
head displacement from the reference position. 

Ea(t) =
m
(
v2

i − v(t)2)

2
+ mgδ(t) (3)  

being Ea(t) the absorbed impact energy by the laminate at time t. 

2.2. Electrical impedance tomography 

Static electrical impedance tomography reconstruction algorithms 
can have some measurement errors, as EIT is more sensitive to changes 
close to the boundary than to changes happening within the medium. A 
minor error on the electrode positioning may produce the same voltage 
measurements as a severe inhomogeneity found in the middle of the 
medium. Dynamic imaging reconstruction algorithms are good alter-
natives, where a conductivity image at instant t2 is calculated from the 
difference of voltage data v2 at that instant and the previous measured 
voltage data v1 at time t1 [21]. Imaging can be regarded as a linear 
problem, using an algorithm for difference EIT. Difference data, y, from 

difference EIT is calculated according to Eq. 4 [22]. 

[y]i = [v2]i − [v1]i (4) 

The conductivity of the medium is modelled through a finite element 
model, which decomposes it into nN elements, represented by the con-
ductivity vector σ ∈ RnN . The vector of conductivity change x can also be 
calculated by difference EIT, by the difference between the current 
conductivity distribution σ2 and the reference conductivity distribution 
σ1, as presented in Eq. 5 [22]. 

x = σ2 − σ1 (5) 

The forward problem in difference EIT, i.e. finding the boundary 
voltage data from the reference conductivity, can be linearly solved by 
Eq. 6 [22]. 

y = Jx+ n (6)  

where J is the Jacobian matrix and n is the measurement noise. 
A one-step difference GN algorithm was used to solve the EIT inverse 

problem and for image construction. These approaches can calculate the 
conductivity as a linear matrix in a fast way, enabling real-time image 
reconstruction. The one-step GN algorithm looks for the minimized so-
lution x̂ of the sum of the quadratic norms as stated in Eq. 7 [22]. 

Fig. 4. Reconstructed EIT images using GN algorithm of a quasi-isotropic specimen with through-thickness holes A and B of different diameters: (a) A: 2 mm; (b) A: 
4.5 mm; (c) A: 6 mm; (d) A: 6 mm, B: 2 mm; (e) A: 6 mm, B: 4.5 mm; (f) A: 6 mm, B: 6 mm. The green dots represent the connection points of each electrode. 
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‖y − Jx̂‖2∑− 1
n

+
⃦
⃦x − x0

⃦
⃦2∑− 1

x
(7)  

being x0 the expected conductivity changes of the element, being zero in 
difference EIT, 

∑
n the covariance matrix from the measurement noise, 

n, and 
∑

x the anticipated image covariance. 
The linearized and one-step inverse solution is presented in Eq. 8 

[22]. 

x̂ =
(
JT WJ + λ2R

)− 1JT Wy (8)  

where W and R, given by Eqs. 9 and 10, respectively, are heuristically 
calculated. R is regularization matrix, and λ is the hyperparameter given 
by Eq. 11. 

W = σ2
n

∑− 1

n
(9)  

R = σ2
x

∑− 1

x
(10)  

λ =
σn

σx
(11)  

being σn the average amplitude of the measurement noise and σx the 
initial amplitude of the change in conductivity. 

3. Materials and experimental techniques 

3.1. Materials 

Two different CFRP laminates, having different layup sequences, 
were produced: an 8-layers quasi-isotropic laminate, with layup 
sequence [0/45/90/− 45]s, and a 10-layers unbalanced laminate, with 
layup sequence [0/0/45/90/− 45]s. The laminates were made of a 
bicomponent epoxy, Biresin® CR83 resin and CH83–6 hardener from 
Sika AG, Switzerland, in a weight proportion of 100/30 wt%, and uni-
directional carbon fibre fabric, 350UT from Toray Industries, Inc., 
Japan, having a thickness of 0.67 ± 0.10 mm and areal weight of 340 g/ 
m2. The quasi-isotropic laminate resulted with a thickness of about 
2.6 mm and the unbalanced laminate with a thickness of about 3.1 mm. 

3.2. Experimental techniques 

3.2.1. Production of CFRP laminates 
Composite laminates of about 500 mm × 700 mm were manufac-

tured by vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI). The carbon fibre fabric 
layers were stacked with the desired orientation in a release agent 
coated glass plate. Peel ply, for easy demoulding, and flow enhancement 
medium, to ease resin spreading, were laid on top of the fabric layers. An 
inlet flow line was installed and connected to the resin container and an 
outlet resin flow line was connected to a resin catch pot, which was 

Fig. 5. Reconstructed EIT images using GN algorithm of an unbalanced specimen with through-thickness holes A and B of different diameters: (a) A: 2 mm; (b) A: 
4.5 mm; (c) A: 6 mm; (d) A: 6 mm, B: 2 mm; (e) A: 6 mm, B: 4.5 mm; (f) A: 6 mm, B: 6 mm. The green dots represent the connection points of each electrode. 
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connected to the vacuum pump. The stacked carbon fibre layers were 
vacuum bagged to the bottom glass mould using sealing tape. Vacuum 
was then applied for compaction and air removal. Resin and hardener 
were mixed following manufacturer’s instructions and was let to 
impregnate the dry carbon fibre preform. The laminates were cured at 
room temperature under vacuum for about 40 h and post cured at 70 ◦C 
for 8 h at ambient pressure. The post-curing process was performed with 
heating and cooling rates of about 15 ◦C/h to reduce temperature gra-
dients. The post cured composite plates were cut to obtain several 
specimens of about 150 × 100 mm, following ASTM D7136 standard, 
for drop-weight impact testing. 

3.2.2. Introduction of damage in CFRP laminates 
Through-thickness holes were introduced by drilling each composite 

configuration. Two through-thickness holes per configuration were 
performed in specific locations of the samples as represented in Fig. 1. 
The creation of holes followed a specific sequence with EIT imaging 
being performed between each step. First, hole A was created with an 
initial diameter of 2 mm and was then increased to 4.5 and 6 mm. The 
increase of hole diameter aims to assess whether EIT and the GN algo-
rithm are sensitive to damage size. Having hole A with a diameter of 
6 mm, hole B was then introduced with the same diameter increase 
strategy: first a 2 mm diameter followed by a diameter increase to 4.5 
and 6 mm. Holes A and B were introduced away from the centre of the 
sample to avoid mirroring effect. 

Impact damages were introduced using drop-weight impact testing. 
Due to the different layup configurations, the two laminates had distinct 
impact resistance. Thus, different impact energies had to be imposed on 
the laminates to produce damages of comparable severity. Different 

levels of damage severity: unnoticed damage, barely visible damage, 
and more severe damage, were imposed in the laminates. The quasi- 
isotropic specimens were subjected to impact energies of 20.0, 30.0 
and 49.5 J and the unbalanced specimens to 15.0, 30.0 and 49.5 J. 
Three specimens of each laminate configuration were exposed to each 
level of impact energy. Drop-weight impact tests were performed on the 
Fractovis Plus apparatus from CEAST, following ASTM D7136 standard. 
The impactor had a 20 mm diameter hemispheric head with a mass of 
5.045 kg and its vertical position was adjusted, between 305 and 
1000 mm, to impose the distinct levels of impact energy. 

3.2.3. Electrical impedance tomography and ultrasonic inspections 
Sixteen electrodes were applied on the boundary of each specimen, 

for EIT analysis, as schematically represented by the green circles in 
Fig. 1. Each sample had an electrode on each corner and 3 electrodes 
along each edge, spaced about 37 mm on the sample length and 25 mm 
on the sample width. In order to connect the electrode for measurement 
to the CFRP sample, first, a silver ink spot was applied on the thickness 
surface and left to dry for 24 h. Next, a Kapton film was applied on the 
top surface of the specimen for electrical insulation, where a copper 
adhesive tape was placed on top of. Electric wires were finally welded. A 
last layer of glue was used to ensure that the electric wires would not 
detach during mechanical testing. The boundary electrodes configura-
tion is presented in Fig. 2. 

The EIT setup used (Fig. 3) was developed by Stratosphere company. 
The apparatus consisted of a power supply, XPH 35–4D Dual DC from 
Sorensen, a 2100 digital multimeter from Keithley, and a type-k ther-
mocouple. The adjacent current injection method was used: the current 
is injected in a pair of adjacent electrodes and voltage is measured on all 

Fig. 6. Impact load vs time curves on (a) quasi-isotropic and (b) unbalanced specimens and respective energy vs time curves (c) and (d).  
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following adjacent pairs of electrodes. The EIT image reconstruction was 
processed using an inverse solver with one-step difference GN algo-
rithm, to obtain the difference between specimen condition prior to and 
after damage introduction. A hyperparameter λ of 1 was used during 
image reconstruction. 

For the EIT measurement on specimens with through-thickness 
holes, each specimen was analysed by EIT before drilling to serve as 
reference baseline. Electrical impedance analyses were made on each 
specimen after each new hole has been created and increased. Regarding 
impacted specimens, electrical impedance analyses were also carried 
prior to impact testing, to serve as reference, and after impact testing. 

The non-destructive ultrasonic C-scan technique was used to serve as 
a comparison and validation technique for the suitability of the EIT 
analysis to detect impact damage. The ultrasonic C-scan analysis were 
conducted with the Omni Scan Sx from Olympus with a M2008 probe 

from Olympus, with a frequency of 0.5 MHz. The scans were performed 
using a two-axis encoder with 1.0 mm resolution in the axis along the 
length of the samples and 3.0 mm resolution in the axis along the width 
of the samples. 

3.3. Damage analysis 

3.3.1. Through-thickness holes 
The use of EIT for visible and severe damage detection was evaluated 

with the introduction of through-thickness holes of different diameters. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the EIT images of a quasi-isotropic and an un-
balanced specimen, respectively, with through-thickness holes A and B 
with progressive diameter increase from 2 to 6 mm in two locations. 
Three specimens of each layup configuration were subjected to the same 
damage, where similar EIT images were obtained. 

Fig. 7. Reconstructed EIT images using GN algorithm of different quasi-isotropic composite specimens exposed to drop-weight impact events with impact energies of 
20.0 J (left), 30.0 J (middle), and 49.5 J (right). The green dots represent the connection points of each electrode. 
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The damaged locations can be identified by the areas where elec-
trical conductivity was decreased (change of colour towards blue 
shades). Increasing intensity of the blue colour is observable in the 
bottom area of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c), as the diameters of the 
through-thickness hole A increases. With the introduction of the 
through-thickness hole B and with the increase of its diameter, an in-
crease of intensity of the blue colour is also observable in the top area of 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (d), (e) and (f). A decrease of electrical conductivity in 
the damage sight created an artifact at the closest boundary electrodes, 
as electrical conduction is affected from the hole location to the 
boundary electrodes. Yet, the increase of damage severity as the 
through-thickness hole diameter increases is evident in the recon-
structed images. EIT was sensitive to the electrical conductivity changes 
enforced by the small localized damage imposed by the first through- 
thickness hole A with a 2 mm diameter. Moreover, the production of 
hole B did not interfere with the detection of hole A and two distinct 

damages are clearly observable. The change of electrical conductivity 
remains constant in the lower part of the image where the through- 
thickness hole A is found, while the diameter of the through-thickness 
hole B is being created and then increased. It is possible to see that 
the real location of the through-thickness holes is at the areas where the 
different blue zones of lower conductivity, coming from the boundary 
electrodes converge. In a real engineering application, the exact location 
of damage could not be indicated, but it would allow to inspect only a 
rather smaller area of the part to find the damage. These results show the 
ability of EIT to detect the localized damage and its approximate loca-
tion, instead of just providing an assessment of the general damage 
condition in the whole specimen. 

3.3.2. Impact damage 
The contact load and energy recorded by the drop-weight impact 

testing setup, for the three levels of impact energy are presented in 

Fig. 8. Reconstructed EIT images using GN algorithm of different unbalanced composite specimens exposed to drop-weight impact events with impact energies of 
15.0 J (left), 30.0 J (middle), and 49.5 J (right). The green dots represent the connection points of each electrode. 
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Fig. 6. Given the different layup configuration of the two studied lami-
nates and their resultant distinct impact resistance, different impact 
energies were used to produce unnoticed damage: 20.0 J on quasi- 
isotropic laminates and 15.0 J on unbalanced laminates. The same 
levels of impact energies were used on both laminates to produce barely 
visible damage (30.0 J) and more severe damage (49.5 J). The 

production of severe damage by impact events with energies of 49.5 J is 
evident by the sudden decrease of load at around 10,000 N in the case of 
the quasi-isotropic laminates (Fig. 6(a)) and at around 11,000 N in the 
case of the unbalanced laminates (Fig. 6(b)) and by the high absorbed 
energy during impact events, being 85.8 ± 0.7% in the case of the quasi- 
isotropic laminates (Fig. 6(c)) and 88.3 ± 1.6% in the case of the 

Fig. 9. Ultrasonic C-scan inspection of quasi-isotropic composite specimens exposed to drop-weight impact events with impact energies of 20.0 J (top left), 30.0 J 
(top right), and 49.5 J (bottom). 

Fig. 10. Ultrasonic C-scan inspection of unbalanced composite specimens exposed to drop-weight impact events with impact energies of 15.0 J (top left), 30.0 J (top 
right), and 49.5 J (bottom). 
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unbalanced laminates (Fig. 6(d)). Both quasi-isotropic and unbalanced 
laminates submitted to impact events with impact energy of 30.0 J show 
load oscillations, revealing some degree of imposed damage, with 
absorbed energies of 43.8 ± 1.5% and 45.9 ± 0.6%, respectively. The 
impact events of lower impact energy, produced smoother load curves, 
with the exception of the quasi-isotropic specimen Q-20 J(1), which also 
showed some load oscillations. The quasi-isotropic laminates absorbed 
38.0 ± 0.7% of the impact energy and the unbalanced laminates 
absorbed 39.9 ± 0.7%. 

The EIT images were able to reveal a general different shape of 
damage in the two laminates with different layup sequences. The quasi- 
isotropic laminates tend to show a change on the electrical conductivity 
in the central area of the specimens (Fig. 7). Contrary to what was ex-
pected, some samples show an increase of electrical conductivity after 
damage, with yellowish and reddish regions. Yet, similarly to the 
tomographic images of specimens with through-thickness holes, a 
decrease of electrical conductivity is observed from the damaged loca-
tion towards the boundary electrodes. The unbalanced laminates reveal 
a change on the electrical conductivity in the central area of the speci-
mens, but with a rather elongated shape (Fig. 8), like the so-called 
“peanut” shape [7]. The unbalanced specimens consistently present a 
decrease of electrical conductivity after damage in the “peanut” shape 
regions, represented in blue colour. The ultrasonic inspections 
confirmed the shape of damage imposed in the laminates, with the 
quasi-isotropic laminates showing circular shape-like damages (Fig. 9) 
and the unbalanced laminates showing elongated shape damages 
(Fig. 10). 

With the EIT technology presenting higher TRL values to evaluate 
isotropic materials, such as metals, it would be expected that the 
employment of EIT on quasi-isotropic laminates would yield more ac-
curate results than on the unbalanced laminates. While “peanut” like- 
shape damage is clearly seen in the unbalanced specimens, the shape 
of the damages is not evident in the quasi-isotropic laminates, although 
it is clear that damage is present in the central area of the specimens. The 
higher number of layers oriented at 0◦ may contribute to higher elec-
trical conductivity along the surface of the unbalanced samples, yielding 
more accuracy in damage shape recognition by the EIT technique. The 
sensitivity of EIT to the presence of damage is highlighted, but it over-
estimates the area of delaminations, as compared to the ultrasonic C- 
scan inspections. In the case of unbalanced laminates, the EIT images 
show damages 1.4–2 times that of damages observed with ultrasounds. 
While the ultrasound techniques analyse the sound reflection that is 
dependent on the geometric characteristics of the damage and laminate, 
the EIT technique evaluates the electrical conductivity, which can be 
changed not only in the damage area but also around it as current will be 
scattered and have increased difficulty to pass on. 

The slightly shorter impact event duration reveals a more rigid 
behaviour of unbalanced specimens, when compared to the quasi- 
isotropic laminates (Fig. 6(a) and (b)). The higher rigidity of the 

unbalanced laminate is explained by the larger thickness and higher 
number of layers in the 0◦ direction, leading to the larger “peanut” 
shaped delaminations. The damage shape changes across the thickness 
of the laminate, and the “peanut” shape damage is only observable in the 
middle layers of the laminate, as it can be seen in Fig. 12 with the 
example of the specimen U-15 J(3). Therefore, damage detection with 
EIT technique is independent on the through-thickness location of 
damage and it can detect the larger damage within the composite. The 
quasi-isotropic laminates, on the other side, present a rather circular 
shaped damage throughout the entire thickness of the laminates, as 
presented in Fig. 11with the example of specimen Q-20 J(1). 

4. Conclusions 

The use of EIT and the one-step difference GN algorithm for damage 
detection in carbon fibre composite laminates was evaluated. Different 
types of damages, through-thickness holes and impact damage of 
different severities, were inflicted in the composite laminates. Two 
laminates with different layup configurations, a quasi-isotropic laminate 
and a highly anisotropic unbalanced laminate, were produced by VARI 
process. 

The EIT was sensitive to the presence of through-thickness holes as 
small as 2 mm and revealed a gradually larger area with decreased 
electrical conductivity as the diameter of through-thickness holes 
increased. It was even possible to identify two distinguished localized 
damaged areas when two through-thickness holes were present. Similar 
responses were found for both laminates with different levels of 
anisotropy. 

Each laminate configuration was subjected to three levels of impact 
energy to create damages with different degrees of severity, unnoticed 
damage, barely visible damage, and more severe damage. The EIT 
technique also demonstrated to be able to identify impact damage in the 
specimens with different levels of anisotropy, with overall distinguished 
damage shapes. This are encouraging results for the further investiga-
tion of EIT for damage detection in real composite parts with different 
layup configurations. The unbalanced laminate revealed a slightly lower 
impact resistance, presenting a more rigid behaviour. The impact events 
on unbalanced specimens produced elongated shaped damages, roughly 
in the middle layers of the laminate. This elongated “peanut” like-shape 
damage was revealed by both EIT and ultrasound inspections. The quasi- 
isotropic specimens had circular shaped damages, as it was revealed by 
ultrasonic C-scan. However, the EIT images cannot show a well-defined 
damage shape, but they show changes of electrical conductivity in the 
central area of the specimens. Overall, the EIT images overestimate the 
area of damage. 
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